Business designs for mining
industry and related production
The Main design and construction Bureau of the Kuzbass
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Some facts about DCB
This company was founded in 2012 as an independent enterprise
During its existence:
167 projects of varying complexity have been completed;
Over 150 positive opinions of various experts were received
The staff has grown to 127 people (including workers of the highest qualiﬁcation category)
We received the title of "Brand of Kuzbass 2014" in the ﬁeld of innovation
Over 70 letters of appreciations from our customers were received
We take part in charity projects aimed at increasing level of engineering education
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Our priorities

The main principle of the agency is SAFETY and QUALITY
We cooperate only with well-known productions therefore
OUR BUREAU DOES NOT DESIGN:
objects of nuclear energy
military facilities;
concentrating factories;
railway stations and their extensions.
High quality of work can be provided ONLY by professional approach
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Our customers
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DCB's competences
As part of its professional activity DCB
performs works on:
- preliminary design works;
- engineering surveys;
- surveying support;
- design of underground and open-pit mining;
- transport infrastructure and linear facilities;
- ecological projects;
- designer supervision.
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Preliminary design works

- obtaining technical speciﬁcations for design;
- preparation of a preliminary environmental assessment of the impact
of the planned economic activity on the environment;
- conducting sociological questionnaire and public hearing;
- selection of the system of development and rational placement of infrastructure facilities;
- technical and economical justiﬁcation of investments,
preparation and maintenance of documentation for licensing.
Getting certiﬁcates:
about cultural heritage sites;
on the presence of specially protected natural areas;
about the cadastral value of residential development;
on available water resources;
category and ownership of land;
about related minerals;
about borders of the next productions
and many other necessary data.
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Engineering surveys
To conduct ﬁeld work, the DCB uses the services of outsourcing drilling companies
and third-party laboratories.
In our database there are more than 50 contractors
performing these types of services in different regions of Russia,
ready to start work at any time.
This allows us to ALWAYS choose the best price/quality ratio,
reduce the speed of work and keep a ﬂexible pricing policy for its customers.
The immediate supervisors of the surveyors are always chief engineers DCB.

All types of engineering surveys are
carried out in the framework
of project work preparation:
- geological;
- mining surveying;
- ecological;
- hydro meteorological.
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Surveying support

- determination of stability of parameters of boards and ledges in open-pit mining;

- development of projects of mining and geological studies
of building areas of mineral deposits;
- obtaining permits for the construction of areas of mineral deposits;
- development of projects of mining lease;
- measures for the protection of objects of the ground surface;
- projects of production of mining surveying works.

License for the production
of surveying works
№PM-68-002146 from 05.08.2013
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Design of underground
and open-pit mining
- technical and economical justiﬁcation of investments in the construction of mines,
ﬁnancial and technical assessment of existing enterprises;
- development of technical and economical justiﬁcations temporary
and permanent coal conditions;
- designing of technical projects of reserves development;
- designing of complex reserves development underground or open-pit method;
- development projects of infrastructure enterprises (administrative building,
warehouse facilities, treatment facilities and etc);
- development projects of draining-out of gases, ﬁre protection;
- development projects of technical rearmament, reconstruction;
- development projects of liquidation and conservation.

Project documentation
is fully accompanied
at all stages of expertise:
- industrial safety expertise;
- state ecological expertise;
- main state expertise of Russia.
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Transport infrastructure and linear facilities

- designing of roads in general and technical use;
- designing of power lines and substations;
- development projects of communication systems, ﬁre alarm system;
- designing of artiﬁcial construction;
- development projects of buildings and constructions which are a part of linear objects;
- projects of railway tracks of technological use, area of loading and storage facilities.

Project documentation
is fully accompanied
at all stages of expertise:
- industrial safety expertise;
- state ecological expertise;
- main state expertise of Russia.
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Экологические проекты

According to p. 1 a.31.1 Federal Act of 10.01.2002 year №7-FA "About
protection of the environment" artiﬁcial bodies and self-employed sole
traders, which are implement anthropogenic or another activities at objects
I category, should acquire

the integrated environmental permit

- development of sanitary protection zone varying levels,
programs for relocation of SPZ;
- assessment of the impact on the environment;
- development of regulatory and permissive documentation
on environmental protection;
- projects recultivation of disturbed land;
- integrated environmental permit!!!
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Designer supervision

According to p.3 a.8 Federal Act of 21.07.1997 year №116 FA “About
industrial safety of hazardous production facilities”.
During the construction, reconstruction, overhaul, technical re-equipment,
conservation and liquidation of hazardous production facility organizations
that have developed the relevant documentation, in accordance with the
established procedure is carried out

designer supervision

- implementation of ﬁeld supervision
at all stages of mining operations;
- veriﬁcation of compliance of mining operations
with accepted design decisions;
- analysis of technical condition of production;
- preparation of reports on the state of the enterprise.
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Contacts:
650023, Russian Federation,
Kemerovo city,
st. Tereshkova, b.18, of.20
650023, Russian Federation,
Kemerovo city,
st. Pritomskaya embankment, b.23
tel/fax +7(3842)657-698/657697
mobile. +7913477028
www.pcbkuzbass.com
info@pcbkuzbass.com
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